Wednesday Seminar on the Literature of Chemistry
2018-2019

4:30 PM, Remsen 233 unless otherwise noted

January 9  Ben Stephens (Kempa Lab)*
January 16  Eric Thompson (Kempa Lab)*
January 23  Jamie Claire (Kempa Lab)*
January 30  David Burns (Thoi Lab)
February 6  Austin Herzog (Karlin Lab)
February 13 Rachel Thorman (Fairbrother Lab)
February 20 Marco Jacinto (Greenberg Lab)
February 27 Aniruddha Dey (Goldberg Lab)
March 6    Diego Morett-Aguilar (Karlin Lab)
March 13   Ayush Asthana (Cheng Lab)
April 3    Geoff Farley (Goldberg Lab)
April 10   Joseph Capilato (Lectka Lab)
April 17   Sahil Aggarwal (Toscano Lab)
April 24   Stefan Harry (Lectka Lab)
May 1      Fereshte Ghorbani (Lectka Lab)

*moved to Remsen 101